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What Does a Medical Coder & Biller Do?

Every service (test, office visit, injection, surgical procedure, etc.) in the provision of

medical care has a numeric code associated with it designed to provide some

commonality of terms. The codes are used so that the companies who pay the claims

(health insurance companies, HMOs, etc.) can identify the patient’s problem and the

service provided. This allows them to pay on a predetermined basis under the care and

coverage limits of an insurance plan. The codes are also used for statistical data. The

CPT (Current Procedural Terminology) codes exist for services such as an office call,

an injection, an x-ray, and even the most detailed brain surgery. International

Classification of Disease (ICD) codes are the number systems assigned for diagnoses

and patient complaints (headache, upset stomach, etc.). The combination of using

these codes, ICD and CPT, tell the payer what was wrong with the patient and what

service was performed.

Prior to the 1960s, no uniform methods of billing and paying for medical services

existed. Gradually, a system of numbers was developed to represent various problems

and treatments. The treatment codes, Current Procedural Terminology (CPT-4), are

copyrighted by the American Medical Association. The International Classifications of

Diseases (ICD-9) is the codebook with the problems (diagnoses) numerically assigned.

The ICD codebooks are published by a variety of companies. The government then got

involved and developed their own codes, called "HCPCS," (Healthcare Common

Procedure Coding System). The HCPCS go a step further to allow alphanumeric codes

assigned to drugs, medical devices, etc., to allow even more detail for a payer to review

and make more logical determinations for payment, providing more definition to a

procedure. .
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Let's illustrate coding with an example. A hospital summary or chart arrives on the desk

of a coder who will abstract the following information, convert it to code, and either data

enter it or send it to data entry:

ER visit:
11 year-old male fell from a horse and sustained a broken leg
X-ray revealed an acute femur fracture 17 cm above patella
Procedure: Open reduction, internal fixation and cast application
Follow-up: 3 week FU with Dr. Marrow

From this simple note, several items may be identified, described and charged. Let's

explore a little further. We look at the visit details and discover that a child has fallen

from a horse and has broken his leg, which is the "problem" (diagnosis). He came to the

emergency room and was seen by an ER doctor. The doctor sends the child off for x-

rays. X-rays show an open transcervical fracture of the femur, which is the diagnosis

(more definitive than the "acute femur fracture" in the note). The fracture was repaired

with a procedure called an "open reduction internal fixation” (ORIF). When this is

complete, the doctor places a cast (and the codes include the service and the material).

The relevant coding from the above will result in a printed bill and/or insurance claim

would look something like this when coded:

X-ray acute femur fx 17 cm above patella 820.12 / E828.2 (diagnosis codes)
ORIF & cast 99284 / 27506 / 29345 / 73550 (CPT codes)

When the insurance form is printed (and in the statement), the diagnosis would appear

in the diagnosis input field as:

820.12 Transcervical Fracture, Open [and] E828.2 Accident, Horse

820.12 translated = 820 is femur fracture, the .1 means it is an open fracture, and the
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2 notes it is the midcervical section of the femur. The E828.2 is a code describing how it

happened. The 828 tells the payer that it was a result of an "animal ridden," and the .2
tells that the patient was the rider.

The 99284, 27236, 29345 and 73550 are all CPT codes describing the service to
the patient.

The information on the claim or bill would appear something like this:

SERVICE DESCRIPTION DIAGNOSIS AMOUNT

99284 ER detailed exam 820.12, E828.2 100

27236 ORIF 820.12 400

29345 Cast 820.12 150

73550 X-ray femur - 2 views 820.12 100

For billing purposes, the use of the ICD codes, when juxtaposed to CPT codes, tells the

payer not only what service has been provided but also lists the diagnosis, symptom,

complaint, condition or problem (e.g., the reason for performing the service). The codes

thus help establish the medical necessity as the first step in third party reimbursement.

The coder determines the codes to be used following each patient encounter. The
reviewer/auditor must determine if the coder has in fact used the appropriate codes.

Medical billing encompasses the billing of patient encounters (visits) and accounts

receivable management functions for health care providers, both in the doctor's office

and the hospital. A new field is “health insurance specialist,” which is a level of billing

that deals with understanding the rules and reimbursement criteria of all third party

payers. With Billing and Health Insurance Specialist knowledge, you will find
employment in various provider settings.

How is Medical Coding Related to Medical Billing?
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When a care provider performs a service, he or she will dictate a report or note on the

services provided. That textual document becomes a part of the primary record, and the

coder reviews it in order to abstract and codify what was done. The codes are then

printed on statements and insurance claims forms as an abbreviated way to define

problem(s) and service(s). Offering the combined service of coding and billing is an

excellent approach to a private practice provider. Since coding drives the entire billing

process, it is imperative that both skills are included in a career path planning process.

https://www.simplisticsolutions.net/
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Income Potential

According to the Government’s Occupational Outlook Handbook, this career choice is

expected to grow by 20% through 2018! This means that medical coding and billing is a

stable career choice. Medical records technicians make between $40,000 to $50,000 a
year with some making much more!

Two of our former students set up a claims auditing business in Montana for a self-

insured employer, contracting for 50% of any funds recovered on claims already

processed and paid. The first year, their income was over $100,000. Coders often

become the "gatekeepers" for the preauthorization process for employers and insurance

companies. This occupation is often filled by nurses who take the coding training. The
"How To" is in the HomeBiz-MedBook, which is available as an option with the course.

http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos103.htm#outlook
https://www.simplisticsolutions.net/
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Skills Needed to Become a Medical Coder/Biller

Medical coders and billers perform a very precise process. It takes the ability to look

through medical charts and to extrapolate the correct information and to apply the

correct procedures in order to come up with the correct codes. Billing also requires

accuracy and precision.  Both coding and billing require knowledge of health insurance

laws, rules, and regulations. Continuing education is ongoing because laws change

from year to year and codes and procedures are updated.  So, this career path would

be suitable for someone who is not looking for hands on patient care and who enjoys

challenging work in a medical setting. Also, the desire to learn and operate software is
imperative.
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Training Needed to Become a Medical Coder/Biller

The first requirement is medical terminology training (or a good background in medicine,

such as nursing). Formerly, it took two to four year college programs to learn coding;

however, currently training is available through technical schools, correspondence

courses, and simple, concise, yet thorough on-line home study programs such as ours.

From there, it is just practice, practice and more practice. Our course has over 600

patient records for you to code.

THE CURRICULUM CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING:

SECTION I - LANGUAGE ORIGINS AND ADAPTATIONS
Chapter 1 - Etymology

Chapter 2 - Grammar, Spelling & Punctuation

Chapter 3 - Medical Words

SECTION II - DYNAMICS OF MEDICAL VOCABULARY AND WORD STRUCTURE
Chapter 1 - Word Dynamics

Chapter 2 - Body Dynamics

Chapter 3 - Medical Instruments & Equipment

Chapter 4 - Medical Specialties & Specialists

Chapter 5 - Diagnostic Medicine

Chapter 6 - Abbreviations

Chapter 7 - Anatomy and Physiology

Chapter 11 - Just for Fun
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GLOSSARY AND REFERENCES (INCLUDED NO EXTRA CHARGE)

Anatomical Words, Drug References & Instruments (on-line access)

DRUG LISTING - generic alpha, name brand cross-reference, plus 200 of the most

commonly prescribed drugs.

MODULE II
INTRODUCTION AND ORIENTATION
A. Report Types

B. OUTPATIENT REPORTS

C. INPATIENT REPORTS

PHARMACOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM
Pharmacology is the study of drugs and their interactions with living organisms. It is one

of the oldest branches of medicine.

MODULE III - CODING
SECTION I - CODING THEORY

I. INDUSTRY HISTORY & THE CODES

II. THE CODER

III. ICD CODING

IV. CPT CODING

V. LIABILITY & LEGAL ISSUES

VI. SUMMARY

SECTION II - CODE IT!

The second section consists of over 600 medical charts requiring coding. The answers
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to the questions, insertion of the procedure and diagnosis codes must be done. This

begins with general outpatient and inpatient coding exercises, then moves to specialty

coding and chart abstraction to build coding expertise. They are rated from simple to

very complicated. The answers and the rationale for the correct codes are provided at

the end of each coding exercise. These exercises are the equivalent of several months

of experience.

MODULE III – BILLING
Chapter 1 – Health care History & Overview

Chapter 2 – Terminology

Chapter 3 -  Provider Office

Chapter 4 -  Hospital Billing

Chapter 5 –  Family Relationships

Chapter 6 -  Billing It Out

Chapter 7 -  Practice Economics

Chapter 8 -  Collections

Chapter 9 -  Coding

Chapter 10-  Profiles

Chapter 11-  Legal Issues

Chapter 12-  Just for Fun

Chapter 13 – Exploring the Possibilities

MODULE IV - HEALTH INSURANCE SPECIALIST
A. Medical Care Reimbursement

B. Health Organization Plans

C. Insurance Claim Form Analysis

D. Payer Processing

E. Laws, Rules and Regulations

F. Private Insurance

G. Medicare, Medicaid, and Tricare

H. Workers' Compensation
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FINAL EXAMINATION, CERTIFICATE and EMPLOYER REFERENCES
The course and exam will provide acceptable training and experience levels to apply

and pass the AAPC or AHIMA or National Certification Services - Just let us know you

want to take any of these after passing the final exam.
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The Medical Coding/Billing Job Market

Coding Professionals are in high demand. Coding drives the billing process (and

gathers all the statistics) and more codes are now needed to comply--with greater

accuracy than ever before. The technical skill and knowledge creates great job

opportunities and income. More and more often, coding can be done at home.
Experienced coders often become practice consultants.

Health care in America is an explosive industry accounting for the top three producers in

gross national product (and income), and still outpaces all but a few industrial sectors in

growth. Four million jobs will open up in the next ten years in the health care industry,

and many, many of those positions are outside the care-giving arena specifically, such

as consulting firms and claims-review/auditing firms. Coding is sufficiently specialized

that coders are paid exceptionally well, and they are and will remain in very high

demand.

Statistically, Health Information Management (HIM), of which coding is a part, is a

rapidly growing field and is expected to outpace average job growth rates in other fields

through the year 2018 and beyond. According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook,

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor, health information

technicians are projected to be one of the 20 fastest growing occupations. The Health

Insurance Specialist Training Course we offer is included in this course. More and more

you will see help wanted advertisements looking for "Health Insurance Specialists."

They are expected to know all about insurance companies, government plans, their

requirements for preauthorization and submission of claims, the ability to calculate

patient responsibility based on insurance payment criteria, all about HIPAA (privacy act
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management), and often have administrative roles. The Health Insurance Module is
included in this training, so the graduate has a full set of skills to bring to the market.
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Where Coding is Performed

Medical coders and billers work either in doctors’ offices, clinics, hospitals, or at home.

Formerly, it was a bit cumbersome for coders and billers to work at home. However,

with the advent of all the new technology (computerized faxes, scanners, transfer of

information back and forth through the Internet), it is now possible and acceptable to do

the coding at home either as a contractor or an employee for a hospital or doctor’s

office. National companies also fill a niche and subcontract the work to home-based
contractors. You will find a number you may explore by visiting the Web.
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Articles

Remote Coding at Home: Tips for Success
by Jennifer Shearer, RHIA

Look at any HIM periodical and you'll see numerous advertisements for clinical coders,

some offering sign-on bonuses as high as $10,000. Why such a high price tag? Many

healthcare organizations today are experiencing a shortage of qualified coders.

Inova Health System had experienced this very problem for several years. Inova Fairfax

Hospital, a 656-bed acute care facility in northern Virginia, had experienced a 20 to 25

percent vacancy rate for coders in the past three years. It seemed that once a vacant

position was filled, another coder would resign.

Like many other organizations, Inova Fairfax Hospital had tried many solutions with little

overall success. With more than $2.7 million being billed on a daily basis, the

organization could not afford to have coding vacancies and the resulting increase in

accounts receivables due to coding backlogs.

Despite spending significant amounts of money on outsourcing backlogged work,

paying out more than $50,000 in retention bonuses and more than $6,000 in recruitment

bonuses, and requiring mandatory overtime, the hospital was not making significant

enough progress in relation to the overall shortage of qualified coders. With APCs on

the horizon, it was very clear that something new and innovative had to be done.

Here's how the hospital successfully implemented a remote coding program, boosted
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retention, increased morale, and improved the overall performance of the department.

Coders Go Home to Work

Inova Fairfax (hospital system) was approached by an application service provider

(ASP) company about in participating in testing and development of an Internet-based

coding application that would enable coders to code from any remote site that has

Internet access, including home.

Until then, coding from home had never been an alternative the hospital had been

efficiently able to offer coders. Inova Fairfax transcriptionists had worked from home for

several years, and coders had always expressed an interest in doing the same. Using

an ASP and transferring charts securely over the Internet would enable coders to work

at home and increase coding options with regard to contract coders and outsourcing

capabilities.

After several meetings with the ASP's management and carefully reviewing its security

capabilities versus the hospital's internal security requirements to ensure compliance

and readiness for potential HIPAA requirements, the facility enthusiastically embarked

on this new project.

During the early stages of the beta test, only two coders tested the system from home

and provided feedback. Their excitement about the new system, however, soon had

most of coders anxiously waiting their turns. Shortly thereafter, 10 coders were able to

work remotely. We were restricted in volume only by our inability to connect remotely to

our abstracting and clinical systems, as well as the encoder. We resolved the

abstracting at home capabilities using terminal emulation software, and the coders

willingly gave up reliance on the encoder to be able to work from home.

Coders took home reference materials that were supplied by the hospital. When they
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had questions they could not answer using the reference books, they e-mailed the on-

site data quality manager. Similarly, questions for physicians were forwarded to the data

quality manager, who passed them along to the clinicians. Sometimes coders were able

to call physicians directly with questions as well.

Within two months of allowing coders to work remotely, we had no vacant coding

positions and actually had a waiting list of qualified coders who wanted to work from

home. Sixteen of our 18.5 coders now can work remotely. What's more, the department

was able to:

· increase productivity by approximately 20 percent

· eliminate many of our outsourcing costs

· significantly reduce accounts due to coding receivables (a more than $11 million

reduction in three weeks)

· tremendously improve coder morale

Overall, a cost benefit analysis indicated a net savings/gain of more than $380,000

annually.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Medical Coding/Billing

Q: What exactly is medical coding?

A: Every service (test, office visit, injection, surgical procedure, etc.) in the provision of

medical care has a numeric code associated with it designed to provide some

commonality of terms. The codes are used so that the companies who pay the claims

(health insurance companies, HMOs, etc.) can identify the patient’s problem and the

service provided. This allows them to pay on a predetermined basis under the care and

coverage limits of an insurance plan. The codes are also used for statistical data. The

CPT (Current Procedural Terminology) codes exist for services such as an office call,

an injection, an x-ray, and even the most detailed brain surgery. International

Classification of Disease (ICD) codes are the number systems assigned for diagnoses

and patient complaints (headache, upset stomach, etc.). The combination of using

these codes, ICD and CPT, tell the payer what was wrong with the patient and what

service was performed.

Q: What kind of training does coding require?

A: The first requirement is medical terminology training (or a good background in

medicine, such as nursing). Formerly, it took two to four year college programs to learn

coding, however, currently training is available through technical schools,

correspondence courses, and simple, concise, yet thorough on-line home study

programs such as ours. From there, it is just practice, practice and more practice. Our

course has over 600 patient records for you to code.  But, remember you have to have

medical terminology and it is included in the training.
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Q: Does coding require certification?

A: Providers who employ coders prefer some assurance of the coder’s background and

capability.  Our student’s receive a Certificate demonstrating these skills upon

successful completion of the course and an 80% or better score on the final

examination. Aside from our Certificate of completion, you may become certified by a

number of national certifiers (AHIMA, AAPC) and us as a CBCS.

Q: What kind of certification should I have?

A: Prospective employers will obviously expect you to have the knowledge and

certification is a way to show that you do. How you choose to get that certification is

pretty subjective. By that, we mean that companies who set themselves up as

"certification authorities" are all providing a subjective evaluation, and proceed to

provide basic information on what should be the standard(s) for certifying. Some of

these companies have been around longer than others and are probably better known;

however, that name recognition is not a guarantee that their subjective standards are

any more relevant than any other certification company. Most employers want to know if

your knowledge base is sufficient to do a job for them.

Our coding course prepares you well for the CCA, AHIMA certification, or our

certification tests and for a host of others, although they may not be well-known names.

Our courses teach you enough about all the coding protocols to make it simple to learn

the rest (or any that come down in the future). So, theoretically, if you wanted to start

doing outpatient CPT coding, whether for a doctor or hospital, there are any number of

certifications that would suffice, as any reasonably subjective evaluation will test for the

same basic knowledge. E.g., if you can pass our course and our Med-Certification tests,

then you should be able to also certify with CCA, AHIMA, and others. If you have the

time and resources, you can certainly pursue multiple certifications, but understand too,
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that having one may be no more or less advantageous than another when it comes time

to actually sit down and do the job.

Q: How much money can I make?

A: As noted earlier in this eBook, according to the industry standards, starting salary is

about $40,000 per year, higher in some areas of the country. A typical coding firm

charges from  $17 per outpatient report to code, and the average per report time

involvement is two to ten minutes. A coder works at home, dials the hospital system,

codes the charts and charges 70 cents per code. Two of our former students set up a

claims auditing business in Montana for a self-insured employer, contracting for 50% of

any funds recovered on claims already processed and paid. The first year, their income

was over $100,000. Coders often become the "gatekeepers" for the preauthorization

process for employers and insurance companies. This occupation is often filled by
nurses who take the coding training.

Q: What kinds of employers, or companies, require coders?

A: Virtually every provider, individual doctor, clinic, hospital involved in patient care

requires coders. The American Association for Medical Transcription (AAMT) (now

called AHDI) strongly encourages MTs to learn to code. Several of the larger MT

companies also offer coding to their clients. The profession has enormous potential.

One hospital alone may have as many as 50 or more coders on staff. Don’t forget

standalone clinics, urgent and semi-urgent care and surgical, mental health centers and

nursing homes.

In addition, insurance companies, contract care providers, governmental agencies, law

firms, third party administrators, billing and practice management companies, need

coders.

The shortage of coders continues.
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Q: Is there a ready market for the skills acquired in coding?

A: There sure is, as you have probably surmised by now. Health care in America is an

explosive industry accounting for the top 3 producers in gross national product (and

income), and still outpaces all but a few industrial sectors in growth. Four million jobs

will open up in the next ten years in the health care industry, and many, many of those

positions are outside the care-giving arena specifically, such as consulting firms and

claims-review/auditing firms. Coding is sufficiently specialized that coders are paid

exceptionally well, and they are and will remain in very high demand.

Statistically, Health Information Management (HIM), of which coding is a part, is a

rapidly growing field and is expected to outpace average job growth rates in other fields

through the year 2009. According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2009 Edition,

produced by Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor, health

information technicians are projected to be one of the 20 fastest growing occupations.

The Health Insurance Specialist Training Course we offer is included in the Mega-

Coding Course. More and more you will see help wanted advertisements looking for

"Health Insurance Specialists." They are expected to know all about insurance

companies, government plans, their requirements for preauthorization and submission

of claims, the ability to calculate patient responsibility based on insurance payment

criteria, all about HIPAA (privacy act management), and often have administrative roles.

The Health Insurance Module is included in this training.

Q: How far you go with this expertise?

A: Once you become proficient in coding many opportunities exist. Just as one

example, we know businesses which charge a minimum of $100 per hour for code

profile consulting for private practices and clinics. The how-to is explained in the

HomeBiz-MedBook. Consulting is an excellent business for coding experts, either

independently, or for a consulting firm. Coders often undertake auditing functions.
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Independent fraud analysts are also in demand and often are paid a percentage of what

they save insurance companies. One of the most common uses for fraud analysis is in

state-sponsored Worker's Compensation Funds, where fraud is rampant, accounting for

a burgeoning percentage of America's health care costs. Many consultants and fraud

analysts set up their own businesses and work at home. Consulting is a great field for

nurses looking for a change in career.

Gatekeeping is another interesting job potential requiring terminology and coding. The

gatekeeper is contacted when a policy holder needs a medical service for which the

gatekeeper's intervention is required to determine the lowest possible costs without

jeopardizing care, such as a surgery procedure, or a series of visits to a physical

therapist. The gatekeeper refers to the policy's coverage and limits, refers to the

appropriate code or codes, and determines what the payer (e.g., insurance company or

employer) will pay for it, or determines whether the service is excluded. Depending on

the health care plan, the gatekeeper then tells the patient which provider in the network

is prepared to accept what the payer offers along with deductibles or copayments. If the

patient decides to go outside this recommended network of care providers, then he or

she will be responsible to cover any differential of the predetermined amount the payer

is willing to pay. Gatekeepers commonly earn $60,000 to $100,000 a year. Many nurses

fill these jobs.

Many employers are self-insured, which means that they establish a reserve account

(like insurance companies) to pay for the medical care of their employees. "Third-Party

Administrators" (TPAs) contract to manage the process. Gatekeepers perform the

services to get the best economic deal possible for patients and payers.

Q: Can coding be done at home?

A: Formerly, it was a bit cumbersome since one needed various forms and even patient

charts; however, with the advent of all the new technology (computerized faxes,

scanners, transfer of information back and forth through the Internet), it is now possible
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and acceptable to do the coding at home either as a contractor or an employee for a

hospital or doctor’s office. National companies also fill a niche and subcontract the work

to home-based contractors.

Q: How do home coders get the patient information?

A: Records are obtained in various ways: picking up the forms/documents, faxing

(encryption for privacy issues), and remote dial up access to provider computer data.

Technology has improved the ability to move this information around quite readily.

Q: What does medical coding have to do with transcription?

A: That's a simple one. Medical transcriptionists type the reports coders review to

determine the treatment and diagnostic codes. Medical transcriptionists make excellent

coders because of their knowledge of medicine, and, they have the document on their

screen when completed. Many dictators now include the ICD or CPT code in their

dictation.

Q: What does medical coding have to do with billing?

A: When a care provider performs a service, he or she will dictate a report or note on

the services provided. That textual document becomes a part of the primary record, and

the coder reviews it in order to abstract and codify what was done. Otherwise, the coder

reviews the provider’s “superbill” for accuracy and may add only the diagnostic code(s).

The codes are then printed on statements and insurance claims forms as an

abbreviated way to define problem(s) and service(s). Offering the combined service of

coding and billing is an excellent approach to a private practice provider. Since coding

drives the entire billing process, it is imperative that both skills are included in a career

path planning process.

Q: Is there coding software?
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A: Most large clinical providers and virtually all hospitals already have it (and it's easy to

learn to use). For private and clinical practice, we recommend the Alpha II software

which may be purchased from Meditec.com.  But, software does not replace the fact
that you have to learn basic coding first.

Q: Is there anything else I should know?

A: Yes:  Medical Terminology

Q: What does medical billing entail?

A: Medical billing encompasses the billing of patient encounters (visits) and accounts

receivable management functions for health care providers, both in the doctor's office

and the hospital. A new field is “health insurance specialist,” which is a level of billing

that deals with understanding the rules and reimbursement criteria of all third party

payers. With Billing and Health Insurance Specialist knowledge, you will find

employment in various provider settings.

Q: Is billing viable home-based business?

A: Yes. There are a remarkable number of home-based billing operators working from

home. But somewhat contrary to what you may have heard or read, it’s not a quick and

easy undertaking to set up and get started. Too often medical billing is confused with

electronic claims submission, which is in fact another type of service that may be home-

based. The next question and answer addresses the differences.

Thorough training in medical terminology, coding, billing, billing operations, and

collections, is required before approaching a provider to convince her/him. It helps to be

able to "talk the talk," understand the law; know how to recover revenue from payers,

and provide good reports for analysis. Our program teaches all that is necessary to
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become employed or to set up and run a successful medical billing operation.

Caveat: Don’t be fooled by the promises made by the medical billing or electronic claims

software vendors who say you will make $50,000 a year in the "hottest opportunity of

the new millennium." If you want to get into medical billing, get trained first, understand

fully what you can sell, then make your decision. The government agencies who monitor

scams list the medical claims processing, e-claims, etc., as the highest profile for

scams.

Q: What is the difference between electronic claims submission and billing?

A: Medical billing refers to billing and accounts receivable management, whereas

electronics claims submissions refers only to a small element of that process, submitting

electronic claims in a readable format to a payer rather than mailing a paper claim

(insurance form). Electronic claims are telecommunicated to either insurance

companies or to electronic claims clearinghouses that “clean the claims," and submit

them to the payers (e.g., insurance companies, etc.).

There are many companies offering turnkey electronic claims submission home-

business programs for investments of anywhere between $250 and $8000. But you

have to do your homework. The Federal Trade Commission has published a great deal

of information on the prevalent scams.

Q: I’ve read that these turnkey home-based electronic claims submission and/or
billing operation packages are enough to get me started. Are you saying that they
aren't?

A: Yes, that’s what we’re saying. Purchasing a software program and trying to market

just that element of service is pretty daunting. You still have to have the basic training

on how all of the process works and what’s involved to be able to assume the

responsibility of providing the service. It is definitely a knowledge-based process.
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Software is simply a tool you use to accomplish your billing, coding and accounts

receivable functions.

Q: How do I get paid in medical billing?

A: That depends on your objective. If you decide to go to work for the business office of

a care provision facility, you’ll likely be salaried (and this isn’t a bad way at all to get

more experience). Entry level pay is generally $35K to 50K per year, with incentives,

fringe benefits, bonuses, etc.

If you decide to set up a billing operation, you typically charge a percentage of the

collected revenue. This is all well covered in the course materials, the HomeBiz-Med

Book.

If you decide to get into electronic claims submission, you charge by the claim.

Remember that you must also pay the clearinghouse a fee to process that same claim.

Q: Do I need to be certified?

A: More and more government (HCFA) requirements are oriented toward having all

billers certified (and requiring continuing education credits). The course will prepare well

for any certification exam (there are several available).

Q: Is medical billing really going to be one of the "hottest home business
opportunities" of the coming years?

A: Traditionally, medical billing is a good home business. All of the recent hype about

medical billing has been more about electronic claims submissions from home, (not
medical billing), as has been discussed above.

Q: Is electronic claims submissions a legitimate home business opportunity?
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A: It can be, yes. The problems are these: A good many care providers use billing

companies to handle their billing, and most of those billing companies already do

electronic claims submissions. The rest have a billing office in their facility, and a good

many of them already submit claims electronically. If a company selling a package is

simply giving a list of providers to contact, then the buyer is the one doing the

marketing, and that process can be a tough market in terms of competition.

Q: Is this training sufficient for me to enter these fields successfully?

A: The course will train you to do the work, but ultimately, the successful implementation

of your new skill is up to you. The training, books, and notes you make will become your

constant and long-time companions for reference work. You will surprise yourself at the

depth and extent of your new knowledge. All of our programs are based on platform-

learning systems which teach in a way designed to maximize the retention process.

Also included in the Billing Course is the new specialty termed, "Health Insurance

Specialist." That addition really rounds out your marketable skills. More medical

providers now hire “Health Insurance Specialists,” which is well covered in the training,

and a specialty of medical billing.

If you are seriously considering medical billing or coding, please consider a combination
course.
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How Does Our Program Measure Up?

Our medical career online training (distance education) courses offer you the

experience of a virtual learning center, which allows you to set your own pace, work

within your own schedule, and study how and where you want. Through medical training

online, you will learn how to transcribe, code, bill, assist with patients, and process all

kinds of insurance forms. You will learn to use software to augment your experience.

You will learn how and where to find a job and negotiate the best deal. Upon online

medical training course completion, you may be certified in your field of choice. Jobs are
plentiful and the resume and other preparation tools we provide will get you there.
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Student Testimonials

Hi Jari,  I GOT THE JOB.  My first coding position.  It is a small account, the hospital usually

sees between 12-15,000 patients a year, but it is a start.  Maybe now with a little experience in

time I can get more accounts.  I am so happy. THANK YOU AND EVERYONE at your school.  I
will keep in touch and let you know how things are going.

I didn't even know what Medical Coding was until a friend of mine, who is a Medical

Transcriptionist for MedQuist, told me about it. At first I thought I might be interested in

transcription. After some research on the internet, I decided I would give Coding a try first. I

simply typed in "Medical Coding" and did searches on the internet and reviewed every company

I possibly could that trained in that field. First I narrowed it down to the companies that trained at

home, that was my first requirement. Next I looked at price. I had it narrowed down to 3 or 4.

One of the others was At-Home-Professions [Added in that At-Home Professions now goes by

the name US Career Institute]. But after checking Better Business Bureau records, your

company had the cleanest record. Your company also had one of the nicest websites with lots

of important information. Before I enrolled in the course I made one phone call and talked to

John Finken (I believe that was his name). He was very helpful. My last requirement was that

the coding course was AHIMA approved. Because I knew I wanted to go on to take the AHIMA

certification after noticing just about every job advertisement wanted someone who was

"certified."

Good Morning Jari,

Wow, I didn't expect to learn my test results for awhile and am very pleased with my grade.  I
hate taking tests but I found this one to be "not too bad."
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I really enjoyed taking the Medical Billing module and found it to be very "user friendly" in its

approach to educating someone who has a medical background but lacks the "rest of the story"

as far as applying that knowledge to billing (like myself).  I am looking forward to completing the

other two modules (transcription and coding) in the near future but needed to complete the
billing one first.  I will keep in touch and let you know when I need to take the other exams.

You have a very, very good course.  Thank you for being here when I needed you.

Good morning, Josh,  this is Pat O'Malley.  I am so excited I can hardly stand it.  I was so

nervous taking the exam last evening and decided to go on the internet this AM to send an

email to you and Corie to let you know I have completed everything and to my surprise an email

from Corie with my exam graded.  I can't believe it was done so fast.  I got a 93%.  I just can't

believe it.  I studied so hard and at my age I believe (at least to me) that was a great

accomplishment.

I want to thank everyone at your school for being so helpful and understanding with me. I plan

on recommending this course to anyone who is interested.  As a matter of fact I was talking with

a girl who is taking a coding course through AT Home Professions and when I showed her my

material she was so impressed with your materials.  She said she wished she had known about

this program.  I know I am sure glad I found you and took the course with you.  I hope the

company that showed me interest will be impressed with my score and will hire me.  Keep your

fingers crossed and I will let you know.

Again, thank you, thank you, thank you.  Also, it was very nice of Corie to grade my exam in

such a prompt way especially since it was on a Sunday and her day off.  She has helped me

tremendously.

I look forward to receiving my certificate from you.  Again, please convey my thanks to everyone

at your company.

Sincerely,

Pat O'Malley
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Hi Jari,

I have wonderful news!  Not only did I pass the CPC exam the first time around but I just

received notice that I was accepted at The VA Medical Center here in Asheville, NC as an

Outpatient Coder with a pay scale that doubles my current pay.  Your course was instrumental

in my success and gave me the tools to succeed.  Thank you so much for all your support.  I

would recommend your program to anyone, and I already have.  I never dreamed I would get

this far and in such a short period of time, but I did and I owe it to ordering your courses, I

looked at many different courses online and yours struck me as the best.  Well... I am living

proof it works!  I start my new career March 10, and I can't wait.  This job will change my life and

that of my family.  THANK YOU A MILLION TIMES OVER!

Sincerely,

Gwenn A, North Carolina
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Enrollment/Payment Options

Check with your advisor on payment options.

We have many financing options and specials. If you don’t see an option that would

work for you on our website, please contact us and we’ll do whatever we can to figure

out a workable option for you.
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Interesting Links

MT Message Boards

· http://www.mtdaily.com

Learning Medical Terminology

· http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/web_games_vocab_med.htm

· http://www.pathguy.com/medvocab.htm

Learning Anatomy

· http://www.innerbody.com/htm/body.html

INTERACTIVE TOOLS

JOB LINKS...

· Fun Careers

· Monster Healthcare

· MT Daily

ONLINE RESOURCES, SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS

· Human Anatomy Software

· MedlinePlus Guide to 9,000 PX and OTC medications

Conclusion

http://www.mtdaily.com/
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/web_games_vocab_med.htm
http://www.pathguy.com/medvocab.htm
http://www.innerbody.com/htm/body.html
http://www.funcareers.com/
http://www.medsearch.com/
http://www.mtdaily.com/
http://www.anatomypix.com/medical-software.html
http://medlineplus.gov/
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In conclusion, the training we provide is well above the rest because of the expertise of

the training program(s) with over 40  years of experience in the field, and  the

comprehensive training program, the enrollment and payment options, and job

placement assistance.

In this manual, we’ve presented the facts about training and careers in medical coding

and billing. Now the decision is yours. Ask yourself: Are you happy in your current job?

Would you like to work at home or in an office? Does medical coding and/or billing

sound like a good fit for you? If so, contact us, and we will work with you in order to

make it happen regardless of your financial situation.

Please feel free to contact us directly with any questions you may have on this book,

about coding or billing as a career, or about the training program in particular. We look
forward to hearing from you.

Best wishes for a lucrative and satisfying career and to making a great decision.

You may contact us at:  info@simplisticsolutions.net or via our toll free

number on the web site - www.simplisticsolutions.net

You can also fill out the contact us form on the web site.


